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Foreign Literature 
A Learned Tome 

LA PEXSEE FRANCAISE AU XVIII 
SIEtXE, By DANIRL M O R M ; T . Pjri^: 

Librairid Armami Colin, 1926. 

Reviewed by ALBERT SCI I INT/ 

Smith Colicirc 
A S in the other volume of the CoUec-

•^^tion Arniand Coiin, the aim of this 
work is to react against the tendencv of 
recent year; to be satisfied with the pigeon-
holing of facts without much attempt at 
finding the significance and value of tliese 
facts. A constructive synthetic view of all 
the data on hand up to this day on tlie 
French eighteenth century is suggested. 

One can probably say that no period of 
French literature and thought has been so 
much studied in the last decade, and so 
nuich studied wdth the searching new metli-
ods of severe scholarship;—the reason 
being, it would seem, that the eighteenth 
century was a period of social unrest si.'iiilar 
to ours in many respects. Moreover, of 
this eighteenth century in France, it can 
safely be said that no one has a broader 
knowledge than the learned Sorboniie pro
fessor. Mr. Mornet's command of facts 
is simply appalling;—and even discouraging 
to those who try to work in the same field. 
To classify within a little over two hundred 
pages this prodigious erudition was certainly 
a task, and it must have cost the author 
great effort to prevent his own mind from 
being submerged under the stream of the 
cards. He seems not to be submerged . . . 
but the writer would not dare to assert 
tow positively that some of his readers will 
not be. At any rate, it is impossible to 
read many pages at a time: every point made 
is illustrated by such an array of names, 
and titles, and dates, that one gets diz/.v. 

Mr. Mornet's volume would make a 
splendid work of reference; but to answer 
this purpose, it ought to be provided with 
an index, and the index would have to be 
so voluminous as almost to duplicate the 
size of the book. Certain it is that it will 
not be advisable hereafter to publish any 
work of any scope on the French eighteenth 
century, without consulting this little 
volume, in order to make sure that what 
one wanted to say had not Ix'en found out 
before, in order to complete one's own in
formation, and in order to ascertain how 
far other aspects of the point in question 
had been studied. 

Columbus Demoted 
LA VERIDIQUE AVENTURE DE CHRIS-

TOPHE COLOMB. By MARIUS ANDRE. 

Paris: Plon. 1927. 
Reviewed by CLIFFORD S. PARKER 

n^FIIS professedly "true" story of Colum-
-^ bus may shock those whose notions of 

the great discoverer are based wholly on 
what they learned in school books or on 
what they have read in the works of adula
tory historians like Prescott and Washing
ton Irving. Unfortunately !VI. Andrt; is 
as ))artial and prejudiced in minimizing the 
importance and defaming the character of 
the Admiral as others (especiallv those 
Fj'ench writers wdio campaigned for his 
canonization) have been in eulogizing him. 
ILs book is an attempt to popularize, 
through the use of a partly fictional form, 
the discoveries of the "higher criticism" that 
for the last forty years has been acti\'ely 
directed upon the career of Columbus. 
Though M. Andre, who for ten years was 
a Frencli consul in Spain, has read for 
liimself the original documents, he adds 
little or nothing to what can be found in 
a scholarly and detailed work like Justin 
Winsor's "Christopher Columbus." 

That tlte character of Columbus ^ '̂as 
made tip largely of vanity, stubbornness, 
avai'ice, and despotism, that lie was an ;id-
venturer, a visionary, and a prevaricator, 
cannot obliterate the fact that he and he 
alone instigated and led the expedition that 
first crossed the Atlantic Ocean. As he was 
searching for the islands and the continent 
of India (which to his dying day he thought 
he had found), his discovery of the West 
Indies was a blunder. But it was a fact; 
it opened the w-ay to further exploration; 
it remains true that in spite of all his faults, 
"no man" (to quote Professor Mussey) "has 
done more to change the course of hum;in 
history than Christopher Columbus." 

M. Andre's readers should be warneii 
against his book's presumption of veracity, 
its thesis that the reputation of Columbui 
is merely a matter of legend, its presentation 
of the hero as a man to be despised. How 
much better it would have been to have 
fic! ionized his life sympathetically as a 

•d\ of p'tiful deiusions JTK: disappoint-
.,—a ciin.ax of ho:)or ami glory—a 
Toohe of ol)scurity, insanity, and 

death! 

Les Romantiques 
LK ROMANTISME. By Lofis REVNAUD. 

Paris: Librairie Armand C.din. 1926. 
Reviewed bv FRIDFitieK E. PiKRCE 

Yale Uiuv.Tsity 

L^OR vcars French critics ha\-e been m-
^ i.ting tiiai the natural spirit of their 
iii/rafure is classic, th.at roinanticism was a 
forei,gn importation, newr veaHy incor
porated into the nation:d tiiought. Pro
fessor Revnaud reiterates tliis thesis with 
tlte eiithtisi;ism of a patriot, and in the main 
with the tlioroughtiess of a scholar. He 
ranges over a wide field, and in foreign 
literatures, German and English, is guilty 
of a few trifling inaccuracies; but they are 
not such as to impair his general conclusions. 
As far as the human mind can judge, a 
France isolated from the world would never 
ha\-e generated r(jtnanticism, and a France 
less infatuated with the traditions of its 
ancient enemies would never have persisted 
in romanticism when once de\clo])ed. 

There are, however, certain minor by
paths of thought in this book which go 
wandering into debatable country. Any 
careful student of comparative literature 
knows that the influence of one country 
on another is often an influence working 
through misunderstanding. So at times the 
debtor nation copies, not tlie real essence of 
the literature supposed t(j be its' model, but 
a mistaken conception of that literature ex
isting only in its own miud. And even 
\\ liere it copies accuratelv, it often chooses 
the worst of a foreign literature, instead 
of the best. So it is not fair to judge the 
ntodel by the copy. Professor Reynaud is 
right in saying that the French romantic 
movement was often materialistic, and that 
this materialism was stimulatetl by English 
and German influence. But he is not right 
in im])lying that the Englisli and Gennan 
movements, as wholes, were materialistic. 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Blake, Keats and 
Shelley in England, Holderlin, Novalis, 
P.;ichendorfF, and Kleist in Germany, were 
definitely at war with the prevailing ma
terialism of their age. Professor Reynaud 
does not distinguish sharply enoug'h between 
the 'popular authors of the day, catering to 
tlie weaknesses of their age, and the great 
unpopular idealists, wdio often traveled in 
a very different direction. He also em
phasizes too strongly his point that romanti
cism was a Protestant movement, hostile to 
Catholic tradition. The movement covered 
a wast and varied territory. Sometimes its 
influence was anti-Catholic, as in Mrs. 
Radcliffe, sometimes pseudo-Catholic, as in 
Friedricli Schlegel, sometimes nobly Catholic, 
:i5 in Eichendorff. But a movement whicli 
sent half a dozen New England Trans-
cc'udentalists into the Roman cottmiunion, 
wdiich helped to start the Tractarian agita
tion, which in Germany was considered by 
Eicliendorff as an instrument for bringing 
the Teutonic world back to the ancient faith 
—such a movement cannot lie dismissed as 
simply Protestant. It ramified through all 
countries, theologies, and philosophies. It 
belonged to all creeds and no creed. Much 
a.-, we admire his scholarship, we do at times 
suspect Professor Reynaud of patriotic 
prejudices, of trying to })rove, not only 
that tlie French brand of poetry, but also 
the French brand of Catholicism is the best. 
The romantic and Catholic jioets oi Ireland 
loight ol>ject. 

Rut, in spite of some prejudices, the book 
is of unquestionable value. It develops 
witli insight and elaborate evidence a con
ception of literary history in which we 
have always believed. One after another, 
the leading nations of Euro])e have assumed 
the literary hegemony, and stamped the 
literatures of their neighbors witli their own 
national stamp. The renaissance was the 
literary heg'emonv of Italy, the neo-classic 
period that of France, the romantic period 
that of England and Germany. Monsieur 
Reynaud's book simply deepens our convic
tion that this is the true conception of his
tory. Romanticism was the natural spirit 
of the north. When the nations of the 
north took the literary leadership, all Eu
rope, superficially a least, became romantic. 
Now France is trying to free lierself from 
a foreign tradition, inimical to her own 
best artistic development, howe^'er it may 
favor such development in her northern 
neighbors. Such is the main message of 
Professor Revnaud's book, and it is a noble 
and true one. 

From Our Finest List in 90 Years of Publishing! 

^m 
A Haunting Romance by the Author of 

"One Braver Thing" 

THE SOWER OF 
THE WIND 

B y RICHARD D E H A N 

There is vivid drama 
and adventurous romance 
in this tale of the love of 
a ruthless pearler a n d a 
beautiful n a t i v e of t h e 
Antipodes who has been 
educated in Europe.$2.50 

•Mm'i?^ 

UPLANDS 
By 

Mary Ell«a Chase 
A charming idyll of first 

love and birth and death, 
with its scenes laid in the 
upland pastures and along 
the coast of Maine. An Au 
lantic Monthly Press Publi
cation. $2.00 

SINGING 
RIVER 

By AUee DcFerd 
Deeply-moving romance 

set amidst the unhurried life 
of lovable people, adorable 
children, and faithful ani
mals in the farming and 
hunting country of New 
England. $2.50 

RESPECTA
BILITY 

By Bobun Lynch 
A striking two-generation 

novel — the story of two 
Esthers, mother and daugh
ter, and of the part played 
in their lives by the rigid 
conventionality of the Vic
torian period. $2.50 

MURDER IN 
THE MAZE 

By J. J. Comdngton 
A continuously exciting 

tale of two murders occur
ring sin\ultaneously in a 
maze in the garden of a coun
try house. It is developed 
logically with great clarity of 
reasoning. $2.00 

MISS BROWN OF X. Y. O. 
By 

E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM 
Another brilliant tale of international 

intrigue and of far-reaching Anarchist plots 
is launched, in the best Oppenheim man
ner, when Miss Brown, a typist, lost in a 
London fog, arrives at Colonel Dessiter's 
door. $2.00 

y^:^Sy^^^\3y^z^^^'<:^Af^ 
CAPE TO CAIRO 

By Stella Ctwut Trcat t 
From Capetown to Cairo 

by motor car!—a fascinating 
record of a great journey 
carried through in the real 
spirit of adventure. With 
64 iiiMsfration5 and a map. 

$5.00 
THE CRISIS IN 

CHINA 
By Lt. G*I. P . T. EcbMtMi 

A distinguished British 
explorer and writer, who 
knows China intimately, dis
cusses the world drama now 
going on in that country. 
With 29 illustrations and a 
map. $3.50 

AN 
AMERICAN 

SAGA 
By Carl 

Christian Jensen 
Few autobiographies have 

been so enthusiastically re-
ceived. The New York Times 
says: "This is an unusual 
book. Not because it is viv
idly and boldly written, not 
because it is pictorial to a 
degree but because as a hu
man document it has no par
allel." An Atlantic Monthly 
Press Publication. Frontis
piece. Second printing. $2.50 
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These books are for sale at all Booksellers 
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Points of View 
More A bout Gissing 

To the Editor of The Saturday Revievj; 
SIR; 

Happening^ to see a recent number of 
your paper, I find in it a foot-and-mouth 
attack on George Gissing by Mr. McFee. 

McFee seems particularly annoyed be
cause Gissing knew Latin and Greek. He 
could "spout" the classics, he says, and im
plies that on account of this Gissing was a 
"superior person" to be despised by all horny-
handed sons of toil. This uneasiness before 
classical culture, this self-assertive swagger 
in the presence of it, is no doubt an indica
tion of the fact that Mr. McFee's own 
instruction has a good number of gaps; for 
no civilized man could be such a fool as to 
think that such a profound knowledge as 
Gissing had of the great writers of Greece 
and Rome is anything but a benefit. Just the 
trouble with Gissing is that he forgot alto
gether the lessons in art to be derived from 
the Latin and Greek classics when he sat 
down to write his novels. 

I never knew Gissing, but I met him once 
in rather a numerous company. Anybody 
less like Mr. McFee's Superior Person— 
using this phrase as McFee does in a dis
paraging sense—it would be difficult to 
imagine. It was at the end of his life. He 
looked ill and seemed shy—not with the 
surly shyness of some, but anxiously shy, as 
a man not sure of his ground or even of 
himself. This I thought odd, for by that 
time he was become well known and had 
many admirers, some of whom placed him 
very high indeed, while they agreed that his 
books were "depressing." Well yes, depress
ing, but not dull, or only dull when he 
strayed from his real nature and tried to 
copy Dickens and to be blithe and light
some. 

Not only "New Grub Street," to which 
Mr. McFee gives reluctant praise, but "In 
the Year of Jubilee," "The Odd Women," 
"Denzil Quarrier," "Demos," "The Nether 
World," are all remarkable books, here and 
there great in their way. "The Whirlpool," 
the last important book he wrote, is a master
piece which may be placed beside other 
masterpieces of his period, such as "Tess of 

the D'Urbervilles" and "Evan Harrington." 
While the general novel of the time dealt 
with the Hall and the Rectory and the love 
affairs of the young squire, while even the 
best of them, George Eliot's for instance, 
never got beyond the story of individuals, 
Gissing took sections of English life pre
sented impartially, thus offering them for 
criticism. Compared with the books men
tioned, how insignificant appear the novels 
which George Moore was offering about the 
same time, "A Mummer's Wife," "Mike 
Fletcher," etc., or to get even lower down, 
"As in a Looking-Glass," by F. C. Phillips, 
a book which sold by thousands at a time 
when Gissing was all but starving. Meredith 
and John Morley have it to their credit that 
they were not obfuscated by the small suc
cess of Gissing's books: they saw in him the 
recorder of their time—not completely, of 
course, nor on the whole, saliently, but of 
that part turned to shadow. 

One may object to the theory—the phi
losophy if you like—of Gissing's books, as 
one may object to the theory of Trollope, 
Disraeli, Thackeray—especially Thackeray. 
It were too long to explain here what that 
theory was, but I am ready to do it in an 
article for any editor who asks me. What 
I would say now is that Gissing did with 
one section of Victorian society what Trol
lope did with another. Trollope has lately 
been revived with much praise in England. 
Gissing is more profound, more scientific, and 
living, while Trollope is archaic, for the 
reason that the poor we have always with 
us, but Bishops and Cathedral clergy not 
always. Only the English can appreciate 
writers like Trollope and Jane Austen, but 
Gissing's books will come home to any for
eigner. Why should he not swim if Trol
lope does? Has any one else rendered the 
dingy, frowsy, drab middle-class English 
as he? 

There is of course surplusage in most of 
his novels, even deliberate padding. In his 
time the old three-decker—the three-volume 
novel, sold at a guinea and a half; and 
owing to the circulating libraries this system 
of book-production was hard to kill. The 
unfortunate author was obliged to spin out 
to the prescribed length, just as a generation 
earlier Dickens and Thackeray were obliged 
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BGOK îAN 
Becomes a New Magazine with the 

September Issue 
NEW EDITOR — NEW APPEARANCE — NEW LIFE 

BURTON RASCOE is the BOOKMAN'S new editor. 

Under Mr. Rascoe the BOOKMAN becomes a necessity to everyone 
who reads: the best in criticism and literary news, and at the same 
time a general magazine of unsurpassed quality. 

H. L. Mencken in the American Mercury: 

"The Bookman has a fine tradition behind it. When it was 
edited by the late Harry Thurston Peck it was the most amus
ing literary magazine ever published in America. Mr. Rascoe 
is admirably fitted to restore its old prestige and authority. . . . 
He is one of the most acute an'd well-informed of American 
critics." 

The first number under Mr. Rascoe includes stories by Theodore Dreiser and 
James Branch Cabell; an amazingly personal revelation of George Sterling 
by his friend, Upton Sinclair; the last essay by the late Keith Preston; the 
first of a monthly department by John Farrar, the retiring editor. 

Other contributors to the September number are Dorothy Parker, Arthur B. 
Maurice, E. E. Cummings, Liam O'Flaherty, Elizabeth Coatsworth, Hugh 
Walpole, Gilbert Seldes, Witter Bynner. 

To insure your receiving every numlier of the new BOOKMAN, use the 
blank below. Important Note: The price of the BOOKMAN under the new 
ownership will be increased on January 1 from $4 to $5. Subscribe now and get 
the advantage of the old rate. 

T H E B O O K M A N 452 Fifth Avenue, New York City 
Please enter my subscription to the BOOKMAN for one ye.ir, to start with the September 
iiisue. I enclo.se $4.00 (money order or check) ; or, send me bill. ($7 brings the magazine 
for two years, $10 for three years). 
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Canadian postage 50c ft year extra; foreign, 75c extra. 
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to pad out their "Ntjmber." Gissing sur
vived into the time of the one-volume novel 
sold at six shillings, and that is certainly 
one of the reasons why his later novels are 
in many respects his best. 

It is easy enough to sneer at Gissing's 
"amorous weaknesses" and all that. It is 
not easy to overestimate his courage in writ
ing as he did. He was paid a small sum by 
Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co. for each novel, 
and on this miserable pittance he had mainly 
to live and keep his wife and children living 
till the next novel was finished. Now, I 
have been told that Smith, Elder & Co. were 
constantly holding a threat over his head to 
drop him, and they suppressed whatever did 
not please them. Till near the end of his 
life, when he fell into more liberal hands, 
Gissing believed that if they did drop him 
he would never find another publisher. In 
this extraordinary torment he passed his days, 
depending on Meredith's admiration to keep 
him well with the firm in Waterloo Place. 
Oh, yes, he was "a literary man," as Mr. 
IWcFee says, sneeringly. 

He speaks with cruel satisfaction of Giss
ing's failure in the United States. But this 
failure is more to the discredit of the U.S.A. 
than of Gissing. A country which could not 
otherwise utilize a man of Gissing's im
mense qualifications (for these, cf. the Dic
tionary of National Biography, Supplement 
i ) than to make him a plumber's and gas-
fitter's mate was still in the pioneer stage. 
Wiien Gissing assembled a little money he 
fled in horror from the U. S. A. and passed 
with perfect ease from the state of plumber's 
mate in Utica, N. Y. to the state of a highly 
esteemed fri'vat-docent at Gottingen. Could 
Mr. McFee, could many of the rest of us, 
do that? Gissing knew German well and 
liked Germany. It is a pity he could not 
have managed to stay there. He would have 
been happier. But he was thoroughly Eng
lish on both father's and mother's side. It 
may be said that the misfortunes of his life 
were due to an English understanding of 
the laws of life. In other countries his life 
would have shaped otherwise. Such mistakes 
as wrecked him in England would have 
found their solution very easily elsewhere. 

I must add, that if I write to praise and 
defend Gissing, it is because I regard him 
objectively as a considerable figure in the 
English literature of the nineteenth century. 
But his kind of literature, realism in the 
manner of Goncourt, Zola, George Moore, 
Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, and a horde of 
othcns, is to me the most detestable literature 
in the world, and I rejoice that it is now 
dead everywhere except in America. At his 
best, when he was really inspired, Gissing 
shook off the encumbering chains. The last 
chapters of "The Whirlpool" are an example 
of what he could do when he did. And it 
is to his credit that while other eminent 
authors have produced mechanical books, or 
books which are mere repetitions of their 
most popular effort, he erred only on the 
side of the distressing detail. 

It is a mistake to put him, as Mr. McFee 
does, among the writers of the eighteen-
nineties in English, if by that is understood 
those writers who contributed to the earlier 
Yelloiu Book and then to The Savoy. On 
these he had no influence whatever. What 
could be less like a fiction of Gissing-'s than 
a fiction of Max Beerbohm's? Mrs. Craigie 
may be taken as a representative novelist of 
the eighteen-nineties, and she never suggests 
Gissing. He belonged to the preceding gen
eration. Aubrey Beardsley and Gissing died 
within four years of each other, but Gissing 
was forty-eight and Beardsley only twenty-
fi\'e. 

VINCENT O'SULLIVAN. 

Paris, France. 

The Eugenists 
T o the Editor of The Saturday Review. 
SIR: 

In his very interesting review of the 
Autobiography of Hans Christian Ander
sen, Mr. Colum says, "Back of fhis poverty 
there was feeble-mindedness on the side of 
Andersen's father. Indeed if the eugenists 
of our day could have had power then, 
Hans Andersen would never have been al
lowed to come into the world at all. His 
father for all that, was a remarkable man." 
It seems a pity that very intelligent men 
should so misinterpret the objects of the 
eugenists, because the advocates of eugenic 
reform must depend on the help of the in
telligent to educate the less intelligent. In 
every movement there are enthusiasts whose 
views are extreme, and lacking in common 
sense, but if one wishes to know what the 
eugenists are trying to do he need only read 
the article on "The Survival of the Unfit" 
in the August number of the Forum b"f 
Leonard Darwin, one of the recognized 
heads of the movement. 

CH.\RLE3 HERRM.\N, M . D . 

New York. 

A Retort Courteous 
To the Editor of The Saturday Revievj: 

SIR: 

It takes a bold and reckless soul to dash 
between a man, his Maker, and his friends. 

But today is the day of boldness. And I,, 
like the whole world, admire it. 

1 trust, however, my swearing may not 
haye disturbed the Scottish Dialects Cont-
mittee, whose meeting I burst in on so in
formally. 
Charleston, S. C. JOHN BENNETT. 

Editor's Note—Mr. Bennett refers in this: 
good-humored and humorous efistle to the 
rudeness voith 'which the •printer tJtrust him 
into the midst of the -proceedings of the 
Scottish Dialects Committee by inserting a 
dash before the last line of his "Epitaph" 
thereby adding the line to the foUovAng' 
note. We fuive already made acknowledg
ment of this error in our issue of July 30. 
We reprint Mr. Bennett's letter as evidence 
of the gallantry with lahich lie lias accepted 
the mishap. 

The Romanticist 
To the Editor of TIte Saturday Review. 

SIR: 

In his communication to your issue of 
July 16, Mr. J. Hamilton gently condemns 
my article, "Perennial Romanticism," for 
failing to give "any clear-cut definition of 
the word 'romanticism.' " The omission is 
evident and it was quite deliberate. I had 
no intention of adding one more to the 
innumerable definitions of romanticism al
ready available. Descartes, indeed, seems to 
have supposed that it was possible to give a 
clear-cut definition of practically any old 
idea and that a correct definition embodied 
the truth of the idea. Modern science, 
however, with modern philosophy in its 
wake, has abandoned the notion of "correct" 
definition and adopted the more modest at
titude that a definition is of value, not in 
itself, but in proportion as it leads toward 
facts. With abstract concepts, relatively 
sharp definitions are possible: a triangle or 
a circle may be clearly defined because there 
is so little to say about it and the facts to 
which it leads are all of geometrical char
acter. With historical concepts, on the other 
hand,—paganism, humanism, Christianity, 
romanticism,—each of which comes sat
urated with a thousand varying illustrations 
—the thing is no longer possible. The facts 
to which our word is to lead—in each case 
an immense group of highly complex and 
varying individuals—^will only be indicated 
by a word of complex and varying mean
ings. The definition of such a word re
quires, not a single sentence, as my Cartesian 
critic seems to suppose, but volumes. 

All that I attempted to do in the offend
ing article was to point out in my unsys
tematic way certain characteristics frequently 
found in those whom we are pleased to 
tall romanticists, with special reference to 
three particular writers who possess some of 
these characteristics. In conclusion my 
point may be illustrated by the definition of 
romanticism which Mr. Hamilton wonders 
if I would accept; "the romanticist has and 
expresses an emotion in relation to his sub
ject: he kneads his own personal reactions 
into his work, so that it is never purely 
objective." This, it seems to me, might 
perhaps be elaborated, properly qualified, 
into a helpful lead, but just as it stands it 
would include among romanticists Dryden, 
Pope, Moliere, Thackeray, Trollope, and, 
in the last analysis, every writer of literary 
merit, since literature differs from science 
precisely in this addition of subjective re
actions to objective fact. It is, indeed, "a 
clear-cut definition," but it is hardly useful. 

ERNEST SUTHERL.AND B.'ITES. 

Washington, D. C. 

C. W. Ehot Letters 
To the Editor of The Saturday Revieia: 

SIR: 

The family of the late Charles W. Eliot 
and I are desirous of obtaining as many as 
possible of his letters to correspondents both 
at home and abroad, for use or reference in 
connection with a biography or biographical 
collection of letters which I have agreed to 
prepare for ])ublication. Mr. Eliot's life 
covered such a long span and his correspond
ence was so wide that we are trying to take 
every means of reaching what may be in
teresting. Letters may be sent to me at 
I o East I oth Street, New York City, or if 
sent to the Eliot family they will be for-
v;a!-i'cd to me. 

HENRY JAMES. 

Vv'estbrook, L. I. 
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